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When everyone tells you that youâ€™re meant for bigger things, at what point do you start believing

them? When life calls on Adam Miller, he must decide if he can rise to the occasion.Adam Miller

doesnâ€™t have an exciting life. But then, heâ€™s never wanted one. Heâ€™s happy to play his

small part in the world. Heâ€™s a cog in the machine, sure, but an important one that keeps the

machine running. Heâ€™s happy to remain in the background, a mid-level employee with a cramped

cubicle and an amiable friend to those in his pack. But his habit of not making waves also means

that he must keep an integral part of himself hidden from those he calls family. Despite being

shrouded in secrecy, Adamâ€™s love life takes a distinct turn for the better when he meets Joshua

Wetmore. Like the rest of Adamâ€™s life, his romance with Josh appears to be quietly progressing

right on schedule. Their sweet courtship is born just as Adamâ€™s pack asks him to step forward

into the demanding leadership role of Alpha. Adam struggles to prioritize his developing relationship

with Josh, while still keeping their connection private. The spotlight on him is bright, and his secret

might be the spark that ignites the tinder of discontent within his pack. As Adamâ€™s doubts about

whether heâ€™s truly meant for the Alpha role haunt him, his packâ€™s safety is threatened by

impending turf war. And his seemingly easy going new boyfriend brings his own set of dangerous

complications. As the stakes get higher and higher, Adam must find the courage to rise to the

occasion. With his pack, with Josh and with himself. Rise from the Ashes is an M/M paranormal

romance that explores the boundaries we construct for ourselves and the determination and heart

required to break them down. Expect sexy scenes and heartrending emotion as Adam and Josh are

called to risk it all for love.
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Absolutely loved this book! There are so many high points or joy and excitement along with nail

biting, edge of your seat scenes that I couldn't put it down. Noah really outdid himself this time.

When Adam and Josh meet it is a turning point in their lives. Major events shake their worlds the

same day they meet and they will never be the same. Will they survive the demands placed on them

from their pack mates and packs. Will they survive each other as they get closer and closer together

not know all of each other's secrets? When these secrets are finally revealed can their love for each

other get past them? Delve into this wonderful story of the lives and tribulations of courting, love,

lust, pack demands, pack prejudices, pack rivalries, of these wonderfully brought to life characters

that you will love and love to hate. If you love wolf shifter, MM, love stories, fight scenes, exciting

sex encounters this is a not to be missed, hard to put down, amazing full of life adventure. I really do

not want to give away to much since almost every page has exciting and sometimes mundane real

life adventures and you get sucked into the lives of the pack and especially Adam and Josh. Noah

Harris has a way to bring his characters to life and developing them in a way that you get to know

them and care for them intimately and that makes for a really great reading adventure taking you

away from your life and into the lives and environment of his adventures. I would recommend all of

the books Noah and John Harris have written. I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of

this book and also purchased my own copy.

Noah Harris has once again brought us a story of pack dynamics and the fight to find your happily

ever after with the person you are falling for.Adam is completely content with living his life on the

sidelines, however when his pack leader and friend Eddie is found murdered he is trust into the

Alpha place in his pack.Josh is an Omega that belongs to a rival pack that is accused of Eddies

Murder.This is the story of Josh and Adam trying to navigate the pack dynamic in places that neither



of themselves find they ever really wanted to be in the packs.There are supporting characters in this

story that I have grown to love and would love to see more of. There were also supporting

characters in this story that I would love to give a piece of my mind to.Noah Harris has once again

given us a story that will draw you in from page one. I found I was unable to put this book down and

ended up reading well into the night.This book is a must read from Noah Harris.I received an

advanced readers copy of this book***

Another fabulous book from author Noah Harris. I got sucked into the story and couldn't put it down

until I was finished. I loved the omega Josh and the alpha Adam. I loved that they met at his work

and that Adam didn't care that Josh was from a rival pack that they had a tenuous peace treaty with.

I even enjoyed how Adam fit into his pack and how he had his own close pack friends that he

shared a house with on the outskirts of pack territory so that he would be closer to his job. He works

for a company downtown, and that is where he first meets Josh. However, things are complicated

because the pack has rules against being gay and the only person in the pack who knows that

Adam is gay is his Alpha Eddie, who happens to be his close friend and is grooming him to take

over as Alpha when he retires. There are lots of twists and turns and an Alpha female Millie that just

won't take no for an answer. I really hope to see more of Josh and Adam. I voluntarily reviewed an

advanced reader copy of this book. I bought a copy of it because it was just that good. I recommend

you get your copy now.

What a relief! I feared Noah Harris was losing the greatest quality of his writing, emotion, but I was

wrong. All the feelings that could have graced his last book, have been channelled into this story

which has incredible depth of emotion, character and plot. This is AdamÃ¢Â€Â™s story. A classic

alpha/omega, werewolf romance, with a smattering of other paranormal characters. The plot is

detailed and well thought out, to the point that some of the twists crept up on me, which is always a

pleasant surprise. Ã¢Â€Â˜Kites rise (highest) against the wind, not with it.Ã¢Â€Â™ Winston

Churchill's words are the ethos behind this plot... Perseverance assures we grow stronger if we

struggle against obstacles on the way. And obstacles, as Adam discovers, come in many guises,

also love and safety can be found in many forms.Adam is being groomed to be the pack alpha but,

when his best friend, the current alpha, is killed he needs to step up to the plate, quickly. It couldn't

have come at a worse time, a new project and possible promotion at work; he's just met 'His

Omega', Josh, and wants to see where their relationship goes; also, his pack has an uneasy truce

with the neighbouring pack, who are suspected of his alphas death. Oh, and of course, his pack



doesn't yet know he's gay! How can he tell them now?Adam and Josh are both strong and adorable

and I was seriously invested in their story right from the start. This tale has a great supporting cast,

both good and evil. It includes old and new friendships and of course love and romance in

abundance, but thereÃ¢Â€Â™s also betrayal and loss. Above all this story is supported by the

emotional depth of all of that and it is superbly written, I could feel the emotion just by reading the

evocative words, I went from intrigue to suspense, love to anger, pity to sadness and back again. At

one point I was so incensed I had to stop reading and just...breathe. And, of course, Adam and Josh

are particularly HOT together. This is what great paranormal romance is all about.The story is

finished off neatly with an epilogue set a year later and yes, there is a HEA, but IÃ¢Â€Â™d love to

see more from these guys and their friends. Book two Noah? One afterthoughtÃ¢Â€Â¦the bad editing

needs to be fixed but it can almost be forgiven in an ARC of this calibre. Note, I voluntarily reviewed

an advanced reader copy of this book.
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